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About This Content

Garage Upgrade 1
Move your skimmer maintenance to an advanced indoor facility which hosts these new features:

2x multiplier for Skimmer Garage slots.

 Tetherless testing pad.

 New theme music.
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Title: Vector 36 - Garage Upgrade 1 ( x2 slot )
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Red River Studio LLC
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: i5 or equivelent

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Direct X 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space
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The games are lots of fun.. This game has that fresh new experience that indies are made to deliver. The levels are just the right
amount in length and not too easy nor too difficult to solve, especially when you correctly use the bonus items you get from
trapping spiders. It has good replayability considering that the levels are randomly generated each time you start a new game, so
you are always solving new mazes. It does require a system with reasonable graphics capability, so my low-spec laptop was
borderline but my desktop with dedicated video card had no issues.. Excellent defensive style strategy game. If you love turtling,
this is a game for you.. It is a bit rough around the edges and some issues make it hard to really fall in love with Bertram. Well.
No. Don't get me wrong. The humor, the puzzles are enjoyable. The game is overall enjoyable. But with just a few fixes
Bertram could have convinced me earlier. I waited with the purchase to make sure fixes were in place (especially after the weird
launch) but there still need to come some more to make it an instabuy for adventure fans. I still can recommend it if you are into
adventures. Cause it ain't that expensive and it has all the things you love.. bring back the game!
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An interesting puzzle game that doesn't overstay its welcome, but doesn't leave you wanting much more. Introducing new
elements through each chapter keeps the "basic" gameplay of getting the critters to their home pad interesting through the entire
game.. Amazing game, great time killer, and all around fun.. A good balance of relaxing exploration and slightly challenging
(but not punishing) platforming.. Good program, cool developer.. When this game first came out, it was a blast. Tons of
character customization, lots of players, a decent amount of maps, you get the point.

I tried it again tonight. 12 players online. Same 3 maps (technically 6 but 3 are just reskins). Customization is now locked
behind a paywall.

You guys had a great game on your hands and you let it die. A real shame because I was looking forward to getting back into it..
I loved this game on Sega Genesis and now the remade version just makes it even better.. I just wish some talented modder
would add a skrimish mode, I just can't recommend this game without it.. The regular game is better than the steam version..
Short but sweet. Looking ahead to more.
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